
SIP Internal Meeting
June 1, 2005, 10:30 am
FL2–1002

Participants:
Brown, Barb
Gallo, Inger
Gruntfest, Eve
Harriss, Robert
Larsen, Pete
Lazo, Jeff
Morss, Rebecca
Zia, Asim

Unavailable:
Demuth, Julie
Mahoney, Bill

Agenda:

Old Business
Discussion/Issues (Jeff)

The SIP Advisory Board Meeting took place in May and was very successful. Participants included Ray Ban, Eve
Gruntfest, Roger Pielke, Jr., Rodney Weiher, and John Gaynor. Margaret Davison and Bill Hooke were unavailable.

Roger Pielke is sending materials that he developed for USWRP while at NCAR. These will be incorporated into the
DLSI section of the milestones document.

Milestones Document: Following the Advisory Board Meeting, Jeff discussed and implemented changes in Q3 and
Q$ Milestones with John Gaynor.

Q3 reports on Milestone activities due shortly after the end of June.

Report on Meetings and Travel
Pete – NCDC User’s Workshop: The workshop had almost 300 participants from both the public and
private sector. Discussion centered mostly around the questions, “How does NOAA want to structure how
they give weather data? Should they charge?” Pete will write a summary. This and other summaries will be
put on the SIP web site.

Eve - Hydrometeorology Testbed Meeting, WWRP. Attended by 150+ people.

Upcoming Meetings and Travel
 THORPEX Pacific Campaign – Rebecca

Rebecca needs input for her brief presentation about the goals of Social Science.

 Forecasting Conference – Asim will present a paper.

 June, Air and Waste Management Conference – Asim will present a paper related to his dissertation.

 2005_07_07_Workshop_on_GIS_in_Weather_Climate_and_Impacts_Boulder_CO
Eve will attend this workshop. Four hundred users are expected. Bob encourages all to attend.

 2005_07_10_CU_Natural_Hazards
 2005_07_13_Hazards_and_Disasters_Researchers_Meeting
 2005_07_26_Community_Meeting_on_the_Future_of_the_U.S._Weather_Prediction_Enterprise
 2005_08_01_AMS_Washington_DC_21st Conference on Weather Analysis and Forecasting



Reports:
Program Development / Project Initiatives (Jeff)

    ISSE Travel Funds – Mental Models work. We’re trying to get funds for Ann Bostrom to visit.

Information Coordination (Jeff)
Based on input from the Advisory Board, Roger Pielke’s provision of his prior materials, and the departure
of Eric Scharff, the DLSI effort is currently being redesigned. At this time it is uncertain whether Eric will
be replaced. Emily is continuing work on populating DLSI. Bob Harriss mentioned sharing someone with
DLSI should his proposal be successful.

THORPEX (Rebecca/Jeff)
Jeff has accepted the position of the THORPEX SEA Working Group co-chair.
Rebecca will submit a report after the Pacific Campaign conference.

Research
OUSSSA (Jeff/Pete)
Pete has output from the model—125 variables, discussed changes with his advisor at Cornell. The
results are showing that weather has an empirical impact on the economic signal with variations of
precipitation having the biggest effect.

STEP (Jeff/Pete)
Jeff and Pete are helping develop a SI part of the STEP workplan and doing research and planning a
paper for Toulouse.

ATCA (Jeff/Pete)
Pete is working on getting flight delay data. We don’t expect a lot effort on this as Tenny is still
unavailable but are scoping out potential work we could do in this area and trying to get some basic
information to include in Tenny’s paper.

Natural Gas (GITT) (Jeff/Pete)
A background paper on the natural gas industry is being distributed to members of the Gas Industry
Tiger Team in RAL and others internal to NCAR for feedback and suggestions for future efforts.

QPF (Asim/Rebecca/Jeff)
Asim has circulated a draft of 2 chapters and changed the outline based on feedback. Another draft
will be circulated more widely at the end of Q4 (to Barb, Eve, John G. Rick) with the final version
completed by end of fiscal year.

PWF (Asim)
A work plan will be developed by the end of June.

THORPEX-Storm III (Jeff/Barb/Rebeccaf)
We still don’t have a contract. Two expert focus groups were held in anticipation of this work.
Another focus group with NOAA/FSL experts will be held. Eve would like any results for inclusion
in the Methods Workshop.

Workshops
Hurricane Forecast Socio-Economic Working Group (Lazo)
The 5 working papers will be made available on the external part of the SIP web site.

Methods Workshop (Gruntfest)
Clarifying content and curriculum, will then call for participants. Expect first workshop in November
(August is too soon). Since money was made available from NOAA, Julie Demuth has been hired for
1 year to assist with workshop organization. We may have additional money from NOAA to work
with COMET to put the workshops online.

Outreach
THORPEX (Cahir)



John Gaynor provided editorial suggestions. Once these are incorporated we will submit John Cahir’s
paper to US THORPEX for consideration.

Grants (Jeff)
No new information.

New Business
Bob Harriss, in collaboration with George Bacchus, has proposed to UCAR a strategic adaptation to
climate change program. UCAR would work with private companies to share data on this topic. Wayne
Moore, of the UCAR president’s council, will control the marketing aspect to this endeavor. Rick Anthes
would like to bring some of the member universities in as partners for this endeavor. A major benefit to
UCAR would be access to Sandia Labs high resolution climate model and the associated computer power.

Action Items
 Q3 reports on Milestone activities due shortly after the end of June.

 Pete will write a summary of the User’s Workshop he recently attended. This and other summaries will
be put on the SIP web site. Please submit after each workshop or conference that you attend.

 Rebecca needs input for her brief presentation about the goals of Social Science at the THORPEX
Pacific Campaign Conference.

 Bob encourages all to attend the Workshop on GIS in Weather Climate and Impacts in Boulder.

 Inger and Jeff will meet to determine a new approach for submitting monthly and quarterly progress
reports for inclusion in SIP Team Meeting Notes.


